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• Research on SMEs implementation of corporate citizenship 
remains underdeveloped.

• SMEs play an important role in local and global communities.

• What is the moderating role of corporate citizenship (CC) on the 
purchasing decision of consumers?

• How does this impact business success?

• Towards a business model of global corporate citizenship – a 
case study of Taylor Guitars’ CC orientation influence on the 
purchasing decision of consumers.

Corporate citizenship in SMEs



“Corporate citizenship is in essence concerned with a shift from 
limited self-interest to a recognition of connectedness, mutuality 

and interest in the well-being of others” (Coombe, 2011: 96).

Corporate citizenship



• Corporate brand is a ‘socially inspired’ asset.

• A strong societal brand is developed by operations that are 
sustainable, and societal well-being and healthy lifestyle are 
integrated into the core commitments of the organisation.

Corporate societal brand

(Biraghi, Gambetti, and Schultz, 2017: 207 – 208)



• Mixed research findings as to the influence of a strong societal 
brand on consumer decision making.

• Hospitality sector: Positive correlation between good corporate 
citizenship and customer loyalty with a resultant positive impact 
on business performance.

• Chocolate bars: Low level of moralisation at work when it came 
to making moral consumer decisions

• What influence would this have on the complex personal and 
emotional decision of buying a guitar?

Influence over consumer decisions

(Wang, 2014: 943 – 944 / McEachern, 2015: 446)



1. Thematic content analysis
• Analysis of discussion on popular acoustic guitar forum.
• Methodology useful for analysis for social media comments 

(Cranwell, Britton and Bains, 2017).

2. Coded content analysis
• Analysis of comments of Taylor Guitars’ YouTube video.
• YouTube provides researchers an opportunity to investigate 

user behaviour (Madden, Ruthven and McMenemy, 2013: 
694–695).

Research methodology



Taylor Guitars



Introducing streaked ebony

Ebony Fretboards 25 March 2013 
(Bennett Cherry’s photo taken during a 
factory visit)

Streaked Ebony Fretboards 
(www.taylorguitars.com)



Streaked Ebony Fretboards 
(www.taylorguitars.com)



Streaked Ebony Fretboards 
(www.taylorguitars.com)



Consumer reactions – Positive
First	order	 Illustrative	quotes	

Approval	 “I	think	it	looks	fine.”	

Acceptance	 “Maybe	the	streaky	fretboard	is	the	only	realistic	answer.	If	

so,	then	I'd	agree	that	we	are	all	just	going	to	have	to	get	

used	to	the	look,	me	included”	

Excitement/	

Appreciation		

“Streaking	is	so	awesome	adds	definition	whether	if	it's	

book	matched	or	not”	

Justification	(not	

just	cost-cutting)	

“They	are	paying	100%	the	same	price	for	streaked	trees	

and	pure	black	trees.	They	aren't	trying	to	save	money.	They	

are	saving	the	forest	and	the	workers	in	Cameroon.”	

	



Consumer reactions – Negative
First	order	 Illustrative	quotes	

Avoidance	 “Wow	I've	seen	a	couple	of	streaks	from	the	new	Taylors	but	

this	one's	gotta	be	the	most	extreme	by	far!	I	get	what	they're	

trying	to	do	for	the	environment,	but	honestly	I	would	not	be	

willing	to	pay	$2.5-$3K	for	a	guitar	with	that	fingerboard.”	

Cynicism	(just	cost-cutting)	 “Streaked	ebony	is	an	economy	move...	it	saves	them	dying	the	

same	wood	they	have	been	using	for	years.”	

Bigger	Issue	Unresolved	 “This	is	a	problem	that	needs	to	be	acknowledged	and	dealt	

with.	I'm	sorry	but	using	non-black	ebony	for	guitars	is	not	

magically	going	to	re-stock	the	world's	depleted	ebony	

reserves.	A	step	in	the	right	direction,	perhaps,	but	not	even	

close	to	a	solution.”	

	



Consumer reactions – Neutral
First	order	 Illustrative	quotes	

Confusion	 “I	don't	really	see	how	they're	saving	the	forest	by	cutting	

down	the	trees	that	wouldn't	have	been	cut	down	before	

though.	Am	I	missing	something?”	

Explanation	 “do	your	fingers	work	fine	on	the	fretboard?	i	thought	so.	.	

.it	is	still	ebony!	ha!	it	is	all	subjective.	some	will	like	the	

streaks,	some	won't.	some	like	bearclaw,	some	don't.	some	

like	mahogany,	some	like	spruce!	play	music!”	

Technical	 “You	can	cover	the	imperfections	if	you	dye	the	fretboard	

black.”	

	



Seeing the trees for 
the forest and the 
forest for the trees

“That’s the story I wanted to tell you. On that day, I made a 
decision that affects the entire guitar world, because I am in 

the position to make that decision. I can’t in all good 
conscience know that we cut down 10 trees to get one black 

tree… It’s just wrong.” (Taylor, YouTube, 2012)



Felled ebony 
(www.taylorguitars.com)



Timber factory Cameroon 
(www.taylorguitars.com)



Bob Taylor’s decision options



Bob Taylor’s decision options



Bob Taylor’s decision options



Broad categories identified during pre-coding:

 Values and emotions

 Aesthetics and perceived sound of the black ebony versus streaked ebony

 The recognition of the commentators on the importance of sustainable business practices

 The influence that the ‘pride’ towards these practices has on the purchasing decision

 The negative perceptions towards streaked ebony and scepticism of Taylor Guitars’ motives

 The business case for Taylor Guitars environmental stance

Content coding of YouTube comments



Codes and frequencies (Atlas.ti analysis)

Table 2: Frequency of quotes per code  

  

Code-Filter: All [23]  
PD-Filter: All [200]  
Quotation-Filter: All [452]  

  

 sorted by 

 TOTALS: 

Emotion positive 88 

Pride in Bob Taylor 85 

Aesthetic appeal 70 

Environmental sustainability 69 

Values 55 

Purchase future influence 32 

Sounds just as good 27 

Pride in Company 24 

Purchase validation 18 

Negative not sustainable 17 
 

Pride in Product 14 

Negative sceptical 11 

Good business 10 

Negative not black ebony 9 

Cameroon workers 8 

Competitive strength 8 

Influence others 8 

Negative overpricing 6 

Negative business motivated 5 

Negative second grade wood 5 

Globalisation 4 

Negative dye it black 2 

Regret not buying Taylor 2 

TOTALS: 577 
 



Frequency of codes / first and second order



“I personally love 
streaked ebony”; 
“gorgeous brown 
swirls mixed in the 
grain. Definitely 
something unique”

“who cares what a 
guitar looks like? How 
it sounds is the only 
meaningful criteria. I 
buy mine blindfolded”

Positive vs negative product perceptions



“I’m deeply moved”; 
“made me cry”; “I love 
Taylor Guitars”

“Now my mind is 
made up. It will be a 
Taylor”; “This video 
made me buy a Taylor”

Values and emotions and the purchase decision



“I’ll know it’s not from 
raping another country 
and helping continue a 
low economic status for 
the workers”. 

“Way to go, Bob”; 
“Bravo, Bob Taylor”; 
“applaud Taylor”; Kudo’s 
to Bob and Taylor 
Guitars”; “Wow Bob 
Taylor is the man”; 
“Rock on Mr. Taylor”

Sustainability and pride



Business and competitive advantage



Taylor Guitars’  Corporate citizenship status is a moderating mechanism that positively 
influences consumer decision making.

It was a ‘courageous’ decision by Bob Taylor considering the real risk of product rejection due 
to usage of streaked ebony, yet:

 The aesthetic appeal and sound of the streaked ebony was appreciated and well-received;

 The environmental sustainability of the decision evoked a resonance of values and strong

emotions that influenced the propensity of guitar buyers to select a Taylor Guitar; and

 The environmental sustainability of the decision engendered a sense of pride and respect

towards Bob Taylor, Taylor Guitars, and a sense of pride in owning a Taylor Guitar.

Conclusion: Influence on purchase decision



• Pride and loyalty to Bob, the company and the product enhanced 
the company’s societal brand.

• This provides Taylor Guitars with a significant competitive 
advantage over rivals in the music instrument industry.

• These findings support the view that corporate citizenship and 
SME performance are linked in a global environment.

Conclusion: A good business decision
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